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 2020 ...

Our 900 ton working 
along the shores of Maui, 
Hawaii.  Our wind crew 
completed  turbine main-
tenance and enjoyed the 
scenery while doing it. 
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Planning and executing an underwater project takes on 
a whole new depth…80 feet under to be exact!  We are 
honored to be working with Granite Construction as part 
of the Deer Creek Reservoir dam reconstruction project.

 

Our Liebherr LR1300 crawler recently set sail on a barge 
to set 3 concrete panels underwater. Dive teams were 
at the ready to prepare the area for the slabs and brace 
everything together. Doing this construction underwa-
ter avoids draining the dam and interrupting water usage 

downstream. These much needed 
improvements on the aging dam 
are expected to be a three year 
project.

Setting The Load 80 Feet Under
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We had the incredible honor of
displaying the flag at as a commu-
nity welcomed home a true hero.  
Capt. Jim Chipman who had been 
missing in action for over 50 years 
was finally returned to his fam-
ily and laid to rest.  You can read 
more about his story here.

Liebherr LR1300 Crawler Placing 
Concrete Panels 80 Feet Under Water

Honoring
Our Veterans
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We also took the opportunity to recognize our 
own Mountain team members who have served 
our country.  Thank you to all Veterans!

https://www.fox13now.com/news/local-news/american-fork-marine-captain-shot-down-in-combat-finally-laid-to-rest-after-51-years
https://www.fox13now.com/news/local-news/american-fork-marine-captain-shot-down-in-combat-finally-laid-to-rest-after-51-years
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“There are many moving parts while working in 
construction.  Keeping an eye out for pinch points 
is critical.  Be mindful of where you are putting your 
body in relation to machinery & other objects.  Be 
sure to wear appropriate PPE and most importantly, 
keep an eye out for each other while on the job.”  

There is nothing “easy” about moving extremely heavy objects into tight spaces three sto-
ries off the ground, but our crane and special projects teams do jobs like this day after day!  
On this project, our  LTM1070 crane lifted the four tanks separately off the 
ground  and our the Jack and Slide team got to work pulling the 11,000 lb units 
in place. Utilizing a ceiling mounded chain hoist they lowered the tanks into po-
sition.  The tanks were then connected through two levels of the building. 

Bryce Olsen, Field Safety Manager

Safety Strong, Safety Share

Specialty Moves Done Easy
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Click to Win!
November Contest

The core of Mountain is a top notch crew who is committed to SAFETY and executing every 
job with professionalism and precision. We are proud to be Mountain strong.

www.yourbusiness.com

Telephone:  97 567 87 87 55
Fax: 97 567 87 87 57
E-mail: office@yourbusiness.com

Anda venihic tem. Nequati atium si dolorio.
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Carhartt Vest and Carbon Fiber Hard hat
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CONTACT US

393 S. 2650 West 
Salt Lake City, UT 84104

@mountaincrane

801.282.3330
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